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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 201010199195.9, filed with the Chi-
nese Patent Office on June 7, 2010, and entitled "AUDIO
MIXING METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AUDIO SIG-
NALS".

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to the field of com-
munications, and in particular to an audio mixing process-
ing method and apparatus for audio signals.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In a multimedia communication system, a mul-
timedia server (MCU (Multipoint Control Unit, multipoint
control unit) in a video conference is taken as an exam-
ple) performs audio mixing processing for audio signals
sent by all participants in the multimedia communication.
The following takes a video conference as an example
to describe a procedure for audio mixing processing for
N parties. The procedure specifically includes the follow-
ing: After receiving voice code streams collected by mul-
timedia terminals at all sites, an MCU decodes the voice
code streams to obtain the audio signals of all sites, cal-
culates voice envelopes of all sites after decoding, ob-
tains an N-party site (hereinafter referred to as largest
N-party site) with the largest voice envelope in the con-
ference by comparing the voice envelopes of all sites,
and performs audio mixing for the audio signals of the
determined N-party site; sends the audio mixed signals
of the largest N-party site to other sites except the deter-
mined N-party site, and sends the audio mixed signals
of N-1-party sites except the local site to all sites in the
largest N-party site.
[0004] In the prior art, to enhance user experience, a
multimedia terminal will add location information to the
audio information collected by itself, or the multimedia
server will allocate location information for the audio in-
formation sent by each multimedia terminal that partici-
pates in audio mixing.
[0005] The prior art has the following disadvantages:

In the existing audio mixing processing solution, for
a receiving terminal, location overlapping often oc-
curs in the received audio signals after audio mixing.
Therefore, a user cannot clearly hear voice signals
from multiple sites at a same location, thereby re-
ducing the field experience and feeling of the user.

[0006] US 2008/298610 A1 (VIROLAINEN JUSSI [FI]
ET AL, 4 December 2008) provides methods, computer-
readable media, and apparatuses for re-panning multiple
audio signals by applying spatial cue coding. Sound
sources in each of the signals may be re-panned before
the signals are mixed to a combined signal. Processing

may be applied in a conference bridge that receives two
omni-directionally recorded audio signals. The confer-
ence bridge subsequently re-pans one of the signals to
the listeners left side and the signal to the right side. The
source image mapping and panning may further be adap-
tively based on the content and use case. Mapping may
be done by manipulating the directional parameters prior
to directional decoding or before directional mixing. Di-
rectional information that is associated with an audio in-
put signal is remapped order to compress input source
positions into virtual source positions. The virtual sources
may be placed with respect to actual loudspeakers using
binaural cue panning.
[0007] EP 1 763 241 A2 (POLYCOM INC [US], 14
March 2007) discloses a method that provides audio lo-
cation perception to an endpoint in a multipoint video-
conference by providing a plurality of audio streams to
the endpoint, wherein each of the audio streams corre-
sponds to one of the loudspeakers at the endpoint. The
audio streams are differentiated so as to emphasize
broadcasting of the audio streams through one or more
loudspeakers closest to a position of a speaking endpoint
in a videoconference layout that is displayed at the end-
point. For example, the audio broadcast at a loudspeaker
that is at a far-side of the screen might be attenuated or
time delayed compared to audio broadcast at a loud-
speaker that is located at a near-side of the display. The
disclosure also provides a multipoint control unit (MCU)
that processes audio signals from two or more endpoints
according to the positions in a layout of the endpoints
and then transmits processed audio streams to the end-
points in a way that allows endpoints to broadcast spa-
tially correlated audio.
[0008] JP 2006 180251 A (YAMAHA CORP, 6 July
2006) provides a means for enabling multiple callers to
perform utterance and to discriminate the voice of the
different callers concerning a system for synthesizing the
voice of the plurality of callers and issuing it. In the solu-
tion: A voice signal processing server receives the voice
signal of a participant from each terminal apparatus. A
cumulative time data generator generates cumulative
time data which indicates the accumulation of an utter-
ance time indicated by each voice signal. A terminal ap-
paratus selector selects a prescribed number of terminal
apparatuses of the participants with the long utterance
time, based on the cumulative time data. A voice and
image position allocating part allocates the respectively
different voice and image positions to the selected ter-
minal apparatuses. A voice signal working part applies
processing so as to allow the voice, and image position
of each voice signal to coincide with the allocated voice
and image position. The voice signal with the voice and
image position adjusted therein is mixed and transmitted
to the terminal apparatus.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] Embodiments of the present invention provide
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an audio mixing processing method and apparatus for
audio signals, thereby improving field experience and
feeling of audience.
[0010] The objective of the present invention is
achieved by using the following technical solutions.
[0011] An audio mixing processing method for audio
signals includes:

determining a terminal that needs to adjust a location
of an audio signal, and adjusting location information
about the audio signal for the terminal; wherein when
multiple terminals whose locations are to be adjusted
exist, the determining a terminal that needs to adjust
a location of an audio signal comprises: adjusting
the location information about audio signals of the
multiple terminals whose locations are to be adjusted
in turn according to a preset priority; wherein the pre-
set priority comprises: when single-track, dual-track,
and multitrack terminals are involved in audio mixing,
the single-track terminal that participates in audio
mixing has a primary adjustment priority; the terminal
that participates in audio mixing for the first time has
a secondary adjustment priority; and when single-
track, dual-track, and multitrack terminals are in-
volved in audio mixing, the dual-track terminal and
multitrack terminal that participate in audio mixing
has tertiary adjustment priority; and
performing audio mixing processing for the audio sig-
nal whose location is adjusted and other signals to
be audio mixed.

[0012] An audio mixing processing apparatus for audio
signals includes:

a location adjusting module, configured to determine
a terminal that needs to adjust a location of an audio
signal, and adjust location information about the au-
dio signal for the terminal; wherein when multiple
terminals whose locations are to be adjusted exist,
the location adjusting module is specifically config-
ured to adjust the location information about audio
signals of the multiple terminals whose locations are
to be adjusted in turn according to a preset priority;
wherein the preset priority comprises: when single-
track, dual-track, and multitrack terminals are in-
volved in audio mixing, the single-track terminal that
participates in audio mixing has a primary adjust-
ment priority; the terminal that participates in audio
mixing for the first time has a secondary adjustment
priority; and when single-track, dual-track, and mul-
titrack terminals are involved in audio mixing, . the
dual-track terminal and multitrack terminal that par-
ticipate in audio mixing has tertiary adjustment pri-
ority; and
an audio mixing processing module, configured to
perform audio mixing processing for the audio signal
whose location is adjusted and other signals to be
audio mixed.

[0013] From the technical solutions provided in the em-
bodiments of the present invention, it may be seen that,
by adjusting the location information about sending ter-
minals that participate in audio mixing, the location of
each sending terminal may be separated from each other
as far as possible so that the sound of each sending
terminal is more clear, thereby improving the field expe-
rience and feeling of a user.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] To illustrate the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more
clearly, the following briefly describes the accompanying
drawings required for describing the embodiments or the
prior art. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the
following description merely show some embodiments
of the present invention, and persons of ordinary skill in
the art can derive other drawings from these accompa-
nying drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an audio mixing
processing procedure according to an embodiment
of the present invention
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of multi-picture display
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of telepresence pic-
ture display according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a location according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an audio mixing
processing procedure according to Embodiment 1
of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of an audio mixing
processing procedure according to Embodiment 2
of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of an audio mixing
processing procedure according to Embodiment 3
of the present invention; and
FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of an appa-
ratus according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0015] The following clearly and completely describes
the technical solutions according to the embodiments of
the present invention with reference to the accompanying
drawings in the embodiments of the present invention.
Apparently, the embodiments in the following description
are merely a part rather than all of the embodiments of
the present invention. All other embodiments obtained
by persons of ordinary skill in the art based on the em-
bodiments of the present invention without creative ef-
forts shall fall within the protection scope of the present
invention.
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[0016] In an audio mixing system, if the location over-
lapping exists among more than two terminals that par-
ticipate in audio mixing, the audience will hear location
overlapping sound, resulting in lowered experience of
the audience on site.
[0017] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides an audio mixing processing method for audio sig-
nals. When locations of audio signals of terminals that
participate in audio mixing overlap, this solution may ad-
just the location information about audio signals of send-
ing terminals that participate in audio mixing, so that the
audience may clearly hear the location information about
audio signals sent from the site, improving the field ex-
perience and feeling of the audience. The processing
procedure for this method may be applied to a multi-chan-
nel media communications system that includes audio
mixing. Its implementation is shown in FIG. 1, including:

S101: Determine a terminal that needs to adjust a
location of an audio signal, and adjust location infor-
mation about the audio signal for the terminal.
S102: Perform audio mixing processing for the audio
signal whose location is adjusted and other signals
to be audio mixed.

[0018] According to the technical solution provided in
this embodiment, the audio location information about
terminals whose audio signal locations overlap are ad-
justed, so that the location of each sending terminal is
separated from each other as far as possible, and the
sound of each sending terminal is more clear, thereby
improving the field experience and feeling of a user.
[0019] In this embodiment, a case where locations of
audio signals of terminals that participate in audio mixing
need to be adjusted is not restricted to a case where
location overlapping occurs in audio signals of terminals.
In a video communication system, when a certain termi-
nal enters an audio mixing system, or when the sorting
sequence of video pictures changes, location adjustment
is also needed if the location of the terminal that partici-
pates in audio mixing is inconsistent with the location of
the terminal in the video picture.
[0020] Accordingly, the specific implementation of
S101 includes: when the location of audio signal of the
terminal that participates in audio mixing is inconsistent
with the location of the terminal in the video picture, de-
termining that the terminal is a terminal that needs loca-
tion adjustment, and adjusting the location information
about the terminal so that its location is consistent with
the location in the video picture according to the location
of the terminal in the video picture; or, if the terminal is a
dual-track or multitrack terminal, adjusting the location
information about the terminal according to the location
of the terminal in the video picture and the actual location
of the terminal.
[0021] As an example but not a restriction, as shown
in FIG. 2, where the actual location of the audio signal
from site E is right, but the position of site E in multi-

picture display is left, the location of the audio signal from
site E is adjusted to left with inclination to right; or, as
shown in FIG. 3, where the actual location of the audio
signal from site F is right, but the corresponding display
area (display 1) of site F is on the left of the telepresence
picture, the location of site F is adjusted to left with incli-
nation to right.
[0022] In a conference system, the multimedia server
in this embodiment may further adjust a location of a ter-
minal whose location is to be adjusted according to lo-
cation information specified by a participating terminal.
In this case, the specific implementation of S101 in-
cludes: determining that the specified terminal in the lo-
cation specification information is the terminal whose lo-
cation is to be adjusted, and adjusting the location of the
terminal whose location is to be adjusted according to
the location specification information sent by the partic-
ipating terminal. The location specification information is
the location specified by the participating terminal for the
terminal whose location is to be adjusted. A multimedia
server sets location information for the terminal whose
location is to be adjusted according to the location spec-
ification information.
[0023] Optionally, the location specification informa-
tion may further carry specification validation information.
The specification validation information is used to indi-
cate that: location information is adjusted for the terminal
whose location is to be adjusted only during audio mixing
processing for audio sent to the participating terminal; or
location information is adjusted for the terminal whose
location is to be adjusted during audio mixing processing
for audio sent to several or all participating terminals.
[0024] Optionally, if multiple participating terminals
specify different locations for a same terminal that par-
ticipates in audio mixing, the multimedia server may ad-
just the location of the terminal in turn according to a time
sequence for receiving the different location specification
information, or adjust the location of the terminal whose
location is to be adjusted according to a manner for ap-
plying for a token, or may also control a permission of
the terminal for adjusting the location of the sending ter-
minal according to other set rules.
[0025] When the location of the terminal whose loca-
tion is to be adjusted is adjusted according to the location
information specified by a participating terminal, the spe-
cific implementation of location adjustment is as follows:
adjusting the location of the terminal whose location is
to be adjusted at a same side of an original location of
the terminal according to the received indication of the
location specification information. Taking the schematic
diagram of the location as shown in FIG. 4 as an example,
adjustment at the same side indicates the following: if
the original location of a dual-track sending terminal B
that participates in audio mixing is on the left, its location
is adjusted to inclination to the left or middle; and if the
original location of a single-track sending terminal C that
participates in audio mixing is inclination to the right, its
location is adjusted to the right.
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[0026] In this embodiment, when multiple terminals
whose locations are to be adjusted exist, during adjust-
ment of the location information about audio signals of
these terminals whose locations are to be adjusted, ad-
justment may be performed in turn according to a preset
priority. An embodiment of the present invention provides
a preferable priority. This priority includes: when single-
track, dual-track, and multitrack terminals are involved in
audio mixing, the single-track terminal that participates
in audio mixing has a primary adjustment priority; the
terminal that participates in audio mixing for the first time
has a secondary adjustment priority; and when single-
track, dual-track, and multitrack terminals are involved in
audio mixing, the dual-track terminal and multitrack ter-
minal that participate in audio mixing have tertiary ad-
justment priority. As an example, a multi-channel terminal
A, a dual-track terminal B, and a single-track terminal C
that participate in audio mixing all are terminals whose
locations are to be adjusted. The dual-track terminal B
participates in audio mixing for the first time. In this case,
the location of the audio signal of the single-track terminal
C is adjusted first. Then the location of the audio signal
of the dual-track terminal B is adjusted. Finally the loca-
tion of the audio signal of the multitrack terminal A is
adjusted.
[0027] The subject of adjusting the location information
about the audio signals of the terminals is the multimedia
server, or other devices that provide a function of adjust-
ing location information. In the field of video conference,
the multimedia server is an MCU (Multipoint Control Unit,
multipoint control unit), or may also be a terminal that
has an MCU functional module, that is, Mini MCU, which
is mainly determined based on the differences among
networking architectures of video conference systems.
[0028] The specific implementation of the embodiment
of the present invention in practical applications is de-
scribed in detail below.
[0029] Taking a video communication system being as
an example, the MCU completes audio mixing for audio
signals from multi-channel video multimedia terminals.
After receiving voice code streams of all sites in a video
conference, the MCU decodes the voice code streams
of all sites, calculates a voice envelope of each site after
decoding, and compares the voice envelopes of all sites
to obtain an N-party site (that is, largest N-party site) with
the largest voice envelope. It performs audio mixing
processing for the audio signals of the largest N-party
site before sending them.
[0030] During audio mixing processing, the MCU will
judge an audio track type of the largest N-party site that
participates in audio mixing and an audio track type of a
site at a receiving end, respectively perform correspond-
ing pre audio mixing processing (including up-mixing sin-
gle-track data as dual-track data or multitrack data that
has a specified location, or down-mixing dual-track data
or multitrack data as single-track data, where the up-mix-
ing processing and down-mixing processing are existing
audio processing technologies and are not described

herein) according to the audio track type (single-track
site, dual-track site, or multitrack site) of the largest N-
party site that participates in audio mixing, and send au-
dio signals to the site at the receiving end of different
sound track types. The largest N-party site (sending ter-
minal) that participates in audio mixing will receive audio-
mixed signals of other N-1-party sites except itself at the
same time.

Embodiment 1

[0031] Embodiment 1 shows an audio mixing process-
ing procedure where locations of audio signals overlap
in a site of the largest N-party site that participates in
audio mixing. Its audio mixing processing procedure is
shown in FIG. 5. The specific implementation includes
the following operations:

S501: The MCU detects an audio signal location
(hereinafter referred to as location for short) of the
largest N-party site to be audio mixed.

[0032] As a single-track site does not have a location,
the location of the site is specified externally (which may
specifically be specified by using a method such as MCU
specification and user specification). For a dual-track site
or multitrack site, in addition to a location externally spec-
ified, the location may further be the actual location ob-
tained upon detection according to the data of the site
itself.
[0033] A preferred manner is as follows:

Method for detecting locations of dual-track and mul-
titrack sites: Generally, the perception of human ears
for the location of a sound source is based on a signal
difference between ears, such as time difference or
energy difference. That is, if the time difference or
energy difference of a sound source at a certain lo-
cation is the same between ears, a person will feel
that the sound source is located in the middle of the
ears. If the energy to the left ear is higher than the
energy to the right ear, or the time to the left ear is
earlier than the time to the right ear, the person will
feel that the sound source is inclined to the left. Ac-
cording to this theory, generally the actual location
is obtained by detecting the time difference or/and
energy difference of dual-track or multitrack data.
That is, the location is inclined to the side where the
time or energy is inclined.

[0034] Taking dual-track data being as an example,
assume that five locations are provided: left, inclination
to left, middle, inclination to right, and right. Assume that
the energy difference between two audio tracks at the
middle location is within 3 dB, the energy difference be-
tween two audio tracks at the location of inclination to left
or inclination to right is 3 dB to 6 dB, and the energy
difference between two audio tracks at the location of left
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or right is larger than 6 dB. The energy of data in the two
audio tracks is calculated respectively, and the energy
of the two audio tracks is compared. If the energy of the
left audio track is 4 dB higher than the energy of the right
audio track, it may be judged that the actual location is
inclination to left.

S502: The MCU judges whether locations of the larg-
est N-party site overlap; if yes, S504 is performed;
if no, S503 is performed.
S503: The MCU performs audio mixing processing
for the audio signals of the largest N-party site. The
specific implementation of audio mixing processing
may be implemented through the existing audio mix-
ing method, and is not described herein.
S504: The MCU determines a site that needs loca-
tion adjustment according to a preset method for de-
termining a terminal whose location is to be adjusted
(as in a video conference, one participating site has
one multimedia terminal, for simple expression, a
site described subsequently corresponds to a termi-
nal of the site).

[0035] The following provides a preferred method for
determining a terminal whose location is to be adjusted.
The preferred method for determining a target terminal
is as follows:

select a sending terminal with highest priority from
sending terminals whose locations overlap accord-
ing to a preset priority; and if only one selected ter-
minal is involved, the terminal is the terminal whose
location is to be adjusted; if two ore more selected
terminals are involved, randomly select one or de-
termine one as the terminal whose location is to be
adjusted according to a sequence of entering an au-
dio mixer.

[0036] Optionally, the preset priority is as follows:

when single-track, dual-track, and multitrack termi-
nals are involved in audio mixing, the single-track
sending terminal that participates in audio mixing has
a primary adjustment priority;
the sending terminal that participates in audio mixing
for the first time has a secondary adjustment priority
(as audio signals that enter the audio mixer for audio
mixing are determined by comparing an energy size,
and the energy of the audio signal from each terminal
changes, the maximum N terminals that participate
in audio mixing are dynamically adjusted); and
when single-track, dual-track, and multitrack termi-
nals are involved in audio mixing, the dual-track
sending terminal and multitrack sending terminal
that participate in audio mixing has tertiary adjust-
ment priority.

[0037] Taking the schematic diagram of the location

as shown in FIG. 4 as an example, as the multitrack ter-
minal A and dual-track terminal B that participate in audio
mixing encounter location overlapping, and the dual-
track terminal B participates in audio mixing for the first
time, the dual-track terminal B is the terminal whose lo-
cation is to be adjusted; as the single-track terminal C
and multitrack terminal D that participate in audio mixing
encounter location overlapping, the single-track terminal
C is selected as the terminal whose location is to be ad-
justed. According to the preferred method for determining
the terminal whose location is to be adjusted, if a single-
track site 1 and a dual-track site 2 in the largest N-party
site encounter location overlapping in audio signals, it is
determined that the single-track site 1 needs to adjust
the location.

S505: The MCU adjusts the location of the site de-
termined in S504 according to a preset location ad-
justment principle, so that the locations in the largest
N-party site no longer overlap, and then executes
S506.

[0038] The following provides a preferred location ad-
justment principle. The preferred location adjustment
principle is based on the principle of separation and near-
by. If the terminal whose location is to be adjusted is a
single-track terminal, the terminal is adjusted to locations
at both sides preferably (locations at both sides are rel-
ative to the "middle" location); if the terminal whose lo-
cation is to be adjusted is a dual-track sending terminal
or a multitrack sending terminal, the target sending ter-
minal is preferably adjusted to the middle location. By
separation and nearby, it means to adjust the terminal
whose location is to be adjusted to the location at the
same side of the original location of the terminal. Still
taking the schematic diagram of the location as shown
in FIG. 4 as an example, as the original location of a dual-
track sending terminal B that participates in audio mixing
is on the left, its location is adjusted to inclination to the
left or middle; and as the original location of a single-track
sending terminal C that participates in audio mixing is
inclination to the right, its location is adjusted to inclination
to the right.
[0039] By using the separation and nearby principle,
when location information about an audio signal is ad-
justed to solve location overlapping, proximity to the initial
location may be ensured, avoiding impact upon the hear-
ing feeling of a user for the original audio signal due to
overlarge adjustment.

S506: The MCU performs audio mixing processing
for the audio signal after location adjustment and oth-
er audio signals. Preferably, the specific implemen-
tation for receiving terminals of different types of au-
dio tracks includes:

(1) For a single-track site receiving terminal, af-
ter location adjustment, by comparing energy of
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audio signals at the largest N-party site that par-
ticipates in audio mixing on each sub band in
the audio mixed signal to obtain the location in-
formation about the site with the largest audio
signal energy that participates in audio mixing
on each sub band in the audio mixed signal (if
the site with the largest audio signal energy is a
site after location adjustment, the location infor-
mation indicates the location information after
adjustment), and send the location information
about the largest N-party site with the largest
audio signal energy on each sub band in the
audio mixed signal and the audio mixed signal
after audio mixing processing to the single-track
site receiving terminal.
(2) For a dual-track site receiving terminal, if the
largest N-party site has a single-track site or a
multitrack site, generate a dual-track audio sig-
nal from the audio signal of the largest N-party
site according to the location information after
adjustment, and then perform audio mixing
processing; if the largest N-party site has a dual-
track site, adjust the audio signal of the sending
terminal according to the location after adjust-
ment, put it in audio mixing processing, and then
send the audio mixed signal to the dual-track
site receiving terminal.

[0040] The implementation for generating a dual-track
audio signal from the audio signal of the single-track site
in the largest N-party site may include but is not limited
to: allocating energy for a single-track audio signal of the
single-track site according to location information about
the single-track site after adjustment to obtain a dual-
track audio signal that has space location information.
For example, if the location of the single-track site after
adjustment is "right", greater energy relative to energy
allocated for the left-track audio signal may be allocated
to the right-track audio signal during the procedure for
generating dual-track audio data from the single-track
audio signal.
[0041] The implementation for generating a dual-track
audio signal from the audio signal of the multitrack site
in the largest N-party site may include but is not limited to:

Method 1: Generating a single-track audio signal
from the audio signal of the multitrack site, and then
generating a dual-track audio signal from the single-
track audio signal according to location information
about the multitrack site after adjustment.
Method 2: Generating the dual-track audio signal
through energy allocation according to the location
information about the multitrack site after adjust-
ment.

[0042] Implementation for putting the audio signal of
the dual-track site in audio mixing processing after ad-
justing it according to the location after adjustment may

include but is not limited to:

Method 1: Generating a single-track audio signal
from the audio signal of the dual-track site, generat-
ing a dual-track audio signal from the single-track
audio signal according to location information about
the dual-track site after adjustment, and putting the
dual-track audio signal obtained after processing in
audio mixing processing.
Method 2: Obtaining a dual-track audio signal
through energy re-allocation according to the loca-
tion information about the dual-track site after ad-
justment, and putting the dual-track audio signal ob-
tained after processing in audio mixing processing.

(3) For a multitrack site receiving terminal, if the
largest N-party site has a single-track site or a
dual-track site, generate a multitrack audio sig-
nal from the audio signal of the single-track site
or dual-track site according to the location infor-
mation after adjustment, and then perform audio
mixing processing; if the largest N-party site has
a multitrack site, adjust the audio signal of the
multitrack site according to the location after ad-
justment, put it in audio mixing processing, and
then send the audio mixed signal to the multi-
track site sending terminal.

[0043] For the implementation for generating a dual-
track audio signal from the audio signal of the single-track
site, reference may be made to the implementation for
the dual-track site receiving terminal. It is not described
herein.
[0044] The implementation for generating a multitrack
audio signal from the audio signal of the dual-track site
may include but is not limited to:

Method 1: Generating a single-track audio signal
from the audio signal of the dual-track site, and then
generating a multitrack audio signal from the single-
track audio signal according to location information
about the dual-track site after adjustment.
Method 2: Generating the multitrack audio signal
through energy allocation according to the location
information about the dual-track site after adjust-
ment.

[0045] Implementation for putting the audio signal of
the multitrack site in audio mixing processing after ad-
justing it according to the location after adjustment may
include but is not limited to:

Method 1: Generating a single-track audio signal
from the audio signal of the multitrack site, generat-
ing a multitrack audio signal from the single-track
audio signal according to location information about
the multitrack site after adjustment, and putting the
multitrack audio signal obtained after processing in
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audio mixing processing.
Method 2: Obtaining a multitrack audio signal
through energy re-allocation according to the loca-
tion information about the multitrack site after adjust-
ment, and putting the multitrack audio signal ob-
tained after processing in audio mixing processing.

[0046] The procedure for audio mixing processing en-
sures that the audio signal locations among all sites in
the largest N-party site do not overlap, thereby improving
the speech clarity and improving the field experience and
feeling of the audience.

Embodiment 2

[0047] Embodiment 2 shows an audio mixing process-
ing procedure where the location of a site in the largest
N-party site that participates in audio mixing is inconsist-
ent with its location in the video picture. Its audio mixing
processing procedure is shown in FIG. 6. The specific
implementation includes the following operations:

S601: The MCU checks whether the location of each
site in the largest N-party site is consistent with its
location in the video picture; if yes, S602 is per-
formed; if no, S603 is performed.
S602: The MCU performs audio mixing processing
for the audio signals from the largest N-party site.
The specific implementation of audio mixing
processing may be implemented through the exist-
ing audio mixing method, and is not described here-
in.
S603: According to a detected position of a site
whose locations are inconsistent in the video picture,
the MCU adjusts the location of the site. The specific
adjustment method includes but is not limited to:

1) Adjusting the location of the site to its location
displayed in the video picture; for example, if the
actual location of site 1 is right, but the location
of site 1 displayed in the multi-picture is middle,
adjusting the location of site 1 to middle; or
2) Adjusting the location by combining the actual
location of the site and its location in the video
picture; for example, if the actual location of site
1 is right, but the location of site 1 displayed in
the multi-picture is left, adjusting the location of
site 1 to left with inclination to right;

[0048] Adjustment to the locations of different types of
terminals is similar to the method in Embodiment 1, and
is not described herein.

S604: Perform audio mixing processing for location
information after adjustment. For the specific audio
mixing processing method, reference may be made
to audio mixing implementation for receiving termi-
nals of different types of audio tracks in Embodiment

1.

[0049] In Embodiment 2, by adjusting the location of
the site whose location is inconsistent with its location in
the video picture, the location information about the larg-
est N-party site heard by a user of the video communi-
cation system is consistent with the distribution of the
largest N-party site in the video picture, thereby improv-
ing the field experience and feeling of the audience.

Embodiment 3

[0050] Embodiment 3 shows an audio mixing process-
ing procedure when a site at the receiving end specifies
a location for the largest N-party site. Its audio mixing
processing procedure is shown in FIG. 7. The specific
implementation includes the following operations:

S701: The MCU receives location specification in-
formation sent from site n, where the location spec-
ification information is used to instruct the MCU to
adjust a location of site a in a largest N-party site.
As an example but not a restriction, the location spec-
ification information may be sent through signaling.
S702: The MCU adjusts the location of site a to the
location specified in the location specification infor-
mation. The location specification information may
carry specified validation information. The specified
validation information is used to indicate that location
information about site a is adjusted only during audio
mixing processing sent to site n; or that location in-
formation about site a is adjusted during audio mixing
processing sent to several or all sites. As an example
but not a restriction, the validation information may
include one or several site identifiers. When the val-
idation information includes one site identifier "n",
the MCU adjusts the location for site a according to
the location specified in the location specification in-
formation only during audio mixing processing sent
to site n; when the validation information includes
several site identifiers (for example, "n", "b", and "c"),
the MCU adjusts the location for site a according to
the location specified in the location specification in-
formation during audio mixing processing sent to the
several sites (site n, site b, and site c). If multiple
sites specify locations for site a, the MCU adjusts
the location of site a in turn according to a time se-
quence for receiving the different location specifica-
tion information, or adjusts the location of site a ac-
cording to a manner for applying for a token, or may
also control a permission of each site for adjusting
the location of site a according to other set rules.
S703: The MCU performs audio mixing processing
for location information after adjustment. For the spe-
cific audio mixing processing method, reference may
be made to audio mixing implementation for receiv-
ing terminals of different types of audio tracks in Em-
bodiment 1.
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[0051] In Embodiment 3 of the present invention, if site
n specifies a location for site a, and the location of site a
is inconsistent with the position of site a in the video pic-
ture, as an example but not a restriction, the location of
site a may be adjusted preferably according to the spec-
ified location information about site n.
[0052] In Embodiment 3, the MCU adjusts the location
of the specified largest N-party site according to location
specification information sent by a site, which may allow
a user to adjust the location of a specified site according
to actual needs, improving the field experience satisfac-
tion of the audience.
[0053] For the embodiment for the method according
to the present invention, the present invention further pro-
vides an audio mixing processing apparatus for audio
signals. When locations of audio signals of terminals that
participate in audio mixing overlap, this apparatus may
adjust the location information about audio signals of
sending terminals that participate in audio mixing, so that
the audience may clearly hear the location information
about audio signals sent from the site, improving the field
experience and feeling of the audience. Its structure is
shown in FIG. 8. The specific implementation structure
includes:

a location adjusting module 801, configured to de-
termine a terminal that needs to adjust a location of
an audio signal, and adjust location information
about the audio signal for the terminal; and

an audio mixing processing module 802, configured
to perform audio mixing processing for the audio sig-
nal whose location is adjusted and other signals to
be audio mixed.

[0054] According to the apparatus provided in this em-
bodiment, the audio location information about terminals
whose audio signal locations overlap are adjusted, so
that the location of each sending terminal is separated
from each other as far as possible, and the sound location
of each sending terminal is more clear, thereby improving
the field experience and feeling of a user.
[0055] In this embodiment, a case where locations of
audio signals of terminals that participate in audio mixing
need to be adjusted is not restricted to a case where
location overlapping occurs in audio signals of terminals.
In a video communication system, when a certain termi-
nal enters an audio mixing system, or when the sorting
sequence of video pictures changes, location adjustment
is also needed if the location of the terminal that partici-
pates in audio mixing is inconsistent with the location of
the terminal in the video picture.
[0056] Accordingly, the location adjusting module 801
further includes a target terminal determining submodule
8011, configured to determine a terminal whose location
of audio signal needs to be adjusted in the following cas-
es: when the locations of the audio signals of the terminal
and other terminals overlap; when the location of the au-

dio signal of the terminal does not match the position of
the terminal in a video picture of multiple pictures; or,
when the terminal participates in audio mixing for the first
time.
[0057] When the location of the terminal needs to be
adjusted as the location of the audio signal of the terminal
does not match the position of the terminal in a video
picture of multiple pictures, the location adjusting module
801 is specifically configured to adjust the location of the
terminal to its location displayed in the video picture; or,
if the terminal is a dual-track or multitrack terminal, adjust
the location by combining the actual location of the ter-
minal and its location in the video picture.
[0058] As an example but not a restriction, as shown
in FIG. 2, where the actual location of the audio signal
from site E is right, but the position of site E in multi-
picture display is left, the location of the audio signal from
site E is adjusted to left with inclination to right; or, as
shown in FIG. 3, where the actual location of the audio
signal from site F is right, but the corresponding display
area (display 1) of site F is on the left of the telepresence
picture, the location of site F is adjusted to left with incli-
nation to right.
[0059] In a conference system, the apparatus in this
embodiment may further adjust a location of a terminal
whose location is to be adjusted according to location
information specified by a participating terminal. In this
case, the location adjusting module 801 is specifically
configured to adjust the location of the terminal whose
location is to be adjusted according to location specifica-
tion information sent by the participating terminal, where
the location specification information is the location spec-
ified by the participating terminal for the terminal whose
location is to be adjusted. Optionally, the location spec-
ification information may further carry specification vali-
dation information. The specification validation informa-
tion is used to indicate that: location information is ad-
justed for the terminal whose location is to be adjusted
only during audio mixing processing for audio sent to the
participating terminal; or location information is adjusted
for the terminal whose location is to be adjusted during
audio mixing processing for audio sent to several or all
participating terminals.
[0060] Optionally, if multiple participating terminals
specify different locations for a same terminal that par-
ticipates in audio mixing, the location adjusting module
801 may adjust the location of the terminal in turn ac-
cording to a time sequence for receiving the different lo-
cation specification information, or adjust the location of
the terminal whose location is to be adjusted according
to a manner for applying for a token, or may also control
a permission of the terminal for adjusting the location of
the sending terminal according to other set rules.
[0061] When the location of the terminal whose loca-
tion is to be adjusted is adjusted according to the location
information specified by a participating terminal, the lo-
cation adjusting module 801 specifically adjusts the lo-
cation of the terminal whose location is to be adjusted at
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a same side of an original location of the terminal accord-
ing to the received indication of the location specification
information. Taking the schematic diagram of the location
as shown in FIG. 4 as an example, adjustment at the
same side indicates the following: if the original location
of a dual-track sending terminal B that participates in au-
dio mixing is on the left, its location is adjusted to incli-
nation to the left or middle; and if the original location of
a single-track sending terminal C that participates in au-
dio mixing is inclination to the right, its location is adjusted
to the right.
[0062] In this embodiment, when multiple terminals
whose locations are to be adjusted exist, the location
adjusting module 801 may adjust the location information
about audio signals of these terminals whose locations
are to be adjusted in turn according to a preset priority.
An embodiment of the present invention provides a pref-
erable priority. This priority includes: when single-track,
dual-track, and multitrack terminals are involved in audio
mixing, the single-track terminal that participates in audio
mixing has a primary adjustment priority; the terminal that
participates in audio mixing for the first time has a sec-
ondary adjustment priority; and when single-track, dual-
track, and multitrack terminals are involved in audio mix-
ing, the dual-track terminal and multitrack terminal that
participate in audio mixing has tertiary adjustment prior-
ity. As an example, a multi-channel terminal A, a dual-
track terminal B, and a single-track terminal C that par-
ticipate in audio mixing all are terminals whose locations
are to be adjusted. The dual-track terminal B participates
in audio mixing for the first time. In this case, the location
of the audio signal of the single-track terminal C is ad-
justed first. Then the location of the audio signal of the
dual-track terminal B is adjusted. Finally the location of
the audio signal of the multitrack terminal A is adjusted.
[0063] The apparatus of adjusting the location infor-
mation about the audio signals of the terminals is the
multimedia server, or other devices that provide a func-
tion of adjusting location information. In the field of video
conference, the multimedia server is an MCU (Multipoint
Control Unit, multipoint control unit), or may also be a
terminal that has an MCU functional module, that is, Mini
MCU, which is mainly determined based on the differ-
ences among networking architectures of video confer-
ence systems.
[0064] The foregoing descriptions are merely preferred
exemplary embodiments of the present invention, but not
intended to limit the present invention. Therefore, the pro-
tection scope of the present invention shall be subject to
the claims.

Claims

1. An audio mixing processing method for audio sig-
nals, comprising:

determining (S101) a terminal that needs to ad-

just a location of an audio signal, and adjusting
location information about the audio signal for
the terminal; wherein when multiple terminals
whose locations are to be adjusted exist, the de-
termining a terminal that needs to adjust a loca-
tion of an audio signal comprises: adjusting the
location information about audio signals of the
multiple terminals whose locations are to be ad-
justed in turn according to a preset priority;
wherein the preset priority comprises: when sin-
gle-track, dual-track, and multitrack terminals
are involved in audio mixing, the single-track ter-
minal that participates in audio mixing has a pri-
mary adjustment priority; the terminal that par-
ticipates in audio mixing for the first time has a
secondary adjustment priority; and the dual-
track terminal and multitrack terminal that par-
ticipate in audio mixing has tertiary adjustment
priority; and
performing (S102) audio mixing processing for
the audio signal whose location is adjusted and
other signals to be audio mixed.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the deter-
mining a terminal that needs to adjust a location of
an audio signal comprises:

when the locations of the audio signals of the
terminal and other terminals overlap;
when the location of the audio signal of the ter-
minal does not match the position of the terminal
in a video picture of multiple pictures; or
when the terminal participates in audio mixing
for the first time;
determining that the terminal is a terminal that
needs to adjust the location of the audio signal.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the ad-
justing location information about the audio signal
for the terminal comprises:

adjusting the location of the terminal whose lo-
cation is to be adjusted according to location
specification information sent by a participating
terminal, wherein the location specification in-
formation is the location specified by the partic-
ipating terminal for the terminal whose location
is to be adjusted; and
when multiple participating terminals send loca-
tion specification information to the terminal for
multiple times, adjusting the location of the ter-
minal whose location is to be adjusted according
to a time sequence for receiving the different
location specification information, or according
to a manner for applying for a token.

4. The method according to claim 1 or 3, wherein the
adjusting location information about the audio signal
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for the terminal comprises: adjusting the location of
the terminal whose location is to be adjusted at a
same side of an original location of the terminal ac-
cording to the received indication of the location
specification information.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein when the
location of the terminal needs to be adjusted as the
location of the audio signal of the terminal does not
match a position of the terminal in a video picture of
multiple pictures, adjusting the location information
about the audio signal of the terminal comprises:

adjusting the location of the terminal to its loca-
tion displayed in the video picture; or
adjusting the location by combining an actual
location of the terminal and its location in the
video picture.

6. An audio mixing processing apparatus for audio sig-
nals, comprising:

a location adjusting module (801), configured to
determine a terminal that needs to adjust a lo-
cation of an audio signal, and adjust location in-
formation about the audio signal for the terminal;
wherein when multiple terminals whose loca-
tions are to be adjusted exist, the location ad-
justing module (801) is specifically configured
to adjust the location information about audio
signals of the multiple terminals whose locations
are to be adjusted in turn according to a preset
priority; wherein the preset priority comprises:
when single-track, dual-track, and multitrack ter-
minals are involved in audio mixing, the single-
track terminal that participates in audio mixing
has a primary adjustment priority; the terminal
that participates in audio mixing for the first time
has a secondary adjustment priority; and the du-
al-track terminal and multitrack terminal that par-
ticipate in audio mixing has tertiary adjustment
priority; and
an audio mixing processing module (802), con-
figured to perform audio mixing processing for
the audio signal whose location is adjusted and
other signals to be audio mixed.

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the lo-
cation adjusting module (801) comprises a target ter-
minal determining submodule, configured to: when
the locations of the audio signals of the terminal and
other terminals overlap; when the location of the au-
dio signal of the terminal does not match the position
of the terminal in a video picture of multiple pictures;
or, when the terminal participates in audio mixing for
the first time, determine a terminal whose location
of audio signal needs to be adjusted.

8. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the lo-
cation adjusting module(801) is specifically config-
ured to adjust the location of the terminal whose lo-
cation is to be adjusted according to location speci-
fication information sent by a participating terminal,
wherein the location specification information is the
location specified by the participating terminal for the
terminal whose location is to be adjusted; and
when multiple participating terminals send location
specification information to the terminal for multiple
times, the location adjusting module (801) adjusts
the location of the terminal whose location is to be
adjusted according to a time sequence for receiving
the different location specification information, or ac-
cording to a manner for applying for a token.

9. The apparatus according to claim 6 or 8, wherein the
location adjusting module (801) is specifically con-
figured to adjust the location of the terminal whose
location is to be adjusted at a same side of an original
location of the terminal according to the received in-
dication of the location specification information.

10. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein when
the location of the terminal needs to be adjusted as
the location of the audio signal of the terminal does
not match the position of the terminal in a video pic-
ture of multiple pictures, the location adjusting mod-
ule (801) is specifically configured to adjust the lo-
cation of the terminal to its location displayed in the
video picture; or adjust the location by combining the
actual location of the terminal and its location in the
video picture.

Patentansprüche

1. Audiomischungsverarbeitungsverfahren für Audio-
signale, das Folgendes umfasst:

Bestimmen (S101) einer Endeinrichtung, die ei-
nen Ort eines Audiosignals einstellen muss, und
Einstellen von Ortsinformationen über das Au-
diosignal für die Endeinrichtung; wobei, wenn
mehrere Endeinrichtungen, deren Orte einge-
stellt werden sollen, vorhanden sind, das Be-
stimmen einer Endeinrichtung, die einen Ort ei-
nes Audiosignals einstellen muss, Folgendes
umfasst: Einstellen der Ortsinformationen über
Audiosignale der mehreren Endeinrichtungen,
deren Orte eingestellt werden sollen, nachein-
ander gemäß einer vorgegebenen Priorität; wo-
bei die vorgegebene Priorität Folgendes um-
fasst: wenn Einspur-, Doppelspur- und Mehr-
spurendeinrichtungen in der Audiomischung in-
volviert sind, hat die Einspurendeinrichtung, die
an der Audiomischung beteiligt ist, eine primäre
Einstellungspriorität; die Endeinrichtung, die an
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der Audiomischung zum ersten Mal beteiligt ist,
hat eine sekundäre Einstellungspriorität; und die
Doppelspurendeinrichtung und die Mehrspu-
rendeinrichtung, die an der Audiomischung be-
teiligt sind, haben eine tertiäre Einstellungspri-
orität; und
Durchführen (S 102) von Audiomischungsver-
arbeitung für das Audiosignal, dessen Ort ein-
gestellt wird, und andere Signale, die einer Au-
diomischung unterzogen werden sollen.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Bestimmen
einer Endeinrichtung, die einen Ort eines Audiosig-
nals einstellen muss, Folgendes umfasst:

wenn die Orte der Audiosignale der Endeinrich-
tung und anderer Endeinrichtungen überlap-
pen;
wenn der Ort des Audiosignals der Endeinrich-
tung nicht mit der Position der Endeinrichtung
in einem Videobild von mehreren Bildern über-
einstimmt; oder
wenn die Endeinrichtung an der Audiomischung
zum ersten Mal beteiligt ist;
Bestimmen, dass die Endeinrichtung eine End-
einrichtung, die den Ort des Audiosignals ein-
stellen muss, ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Einstellen
von Ortsinformationen über das Audiosignal für die
Endeinrichtung Folgendes umfasst:

Einstellen des Orts der Endeinrichtung, deren
Ort eingestellt werden soll, gemäß Ortsspezifi-
kationsinformationen, die von einer beteiligten
Endeinrichtung gesendet werden, wobei die
Ortsspezifikationsinformationen der Ort sind,
der von der beteiligten Endeinrichtung für die
Endeinrichtung, deren Ort eingestellt werden
soll, spezifiziert wird; und
wenn mehrere beteiligte Endeinrichtungen
Ortsspezifikationsinformationen zu mehreren
Zeiten an die Endeinrichtung senden, Einstellen
des Orts der Endeinrichtung, deren Ort einge-
stellt werden soll, gemäß einer Zeitfolge zum
Empfangen der unterschiedlichen Ortsspezifi-
kationsinformationen oder gemäß einer Art zum
Anwenden für ein Token.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 3, wobei das Ein-
stellen von Ortsinformationen über das Audiosignal
für die Endeinrichtung Folgendes umfasst: Einstel-
len des Orts der Endeinrichtung, deren Ort einge-
stellt werden soll, an einer selben Seite eines ur-
sprünglichen Orts der Endeinrichtung gemäß der
empfangenen Angabe der Ortsspezifikationsinfor-
mationen.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei, wenn der Ort der
Endeinrichtung eingestellt werden muss, da der Ort
des Audiosignals der Endeinrichtung nicht mit einer
Position der Endeinrichtung in einem Videobild von
mehreren Bildern übereinstimmt, Einstellen der Ort-
sinformationen über das Audiosignal der Endeinrich-
tung Folgendes umfasst:

Einstellen des Orts der Endeinrichtung auf ihren
im Videobild angezeigten Ort; oder
Einstellen des Orts durch Kombinieren eines ak-
tuellen Orts der Endeinrichtung und ihres Orts
im Videobild.

6. Audiomischungsverarbeitungsgerät für Audiosigna-
le, das Folgendes umfasst:

ein Ortseinstellungsmodul (801), das konfigu-
riert ist, eine Endeinrichtung, die einen Ort eines
Audiosignals einstellen muss, zu bestimmen
und Ortsinformationen über das Audiosignal für
die Endeinrichtung einzustellen;
wobei, wenn mehrere Endeinrichtungen, deren
Orte eingestellt werden sollen, vorhanden sind,
das Ortseinstellungsmodul (801) speziell konfi-
guriert ist, die Ortsinformationen über Audiosi-
gnale der mehreren Endeinrichtungen, deren
Orte eingestellt werden sollen, nacheinander
gemäß einer vorgegebenen Priorität einzustel-
len; wobei die vorgegebene Priorität Folgendes
umfasst: wenn Einspur-, Doppelspur- und Mehr-
spurendeinrichtungen in der Audiomischung in-
volviert sind, hat die Einspurendeinrichtung, die
an der Audiomischung beteiligt ist, eine primäre
Einstellungspriorität; die Endeinrichtung, die an
der Audiomischung zum ersten Mal beteiligt ist,
hat eine sekundäre Einstellungspriorität; und die
Doppelspurendeinrichtung und die Mehrspu-
rendeinrichtung, die an der Audiomischung be-
teiligt sind, haben eine tertiäre Einstellungspri-
orität; und
ein Audiomischungsverarbeitungsmodul (802),
das konfiguriert ist, Audiomischungsverarbei-
tung für das Audiosignal, dessen Ort eingestellt
wird, und andere Signale, die einer Audiomi-
schung unterzogen werden sollen, durchzufüh-
ren.

7. Gerät nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Ortseinstellungs-
modul (801) ein Zielendeinrichtungsbestimmungs-
untermodul umfasst, das konfiguriert ist: wenn die
Orte der Audiosignale der Endeinrichtung und an-
derer Einrichtungen überlappen; wenn der Ort des
Audiosignals der Endeinrichtung nicht mit der Posi-
tion der Endeinrichtung in einem Videobild von meh-
reren Bildern übereinstimmt; oder wenn die Endein-
richtung an der Audiomischung zum ersten Mal be-
teiligt ist, eine Endeinrichtung, deren Ort eines Au-
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diosignals eingestellt werden muss, zu bestimmen.

8. Gerät nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Ortseinstellungs-
modul (801) speziell konfiguriert ist, den Ort der End-
einrichtung, deren Ort eingestellt werden soll, ge-
mäß Ortsspezifikationsinformationen, die von einer
beteiligten Endeinrichtung gesendet werden, einzu-
stellen, wobei die Ortsspezifikationsinformationen
der Ort sind, der von der beteiligten Endeinrichtung
für die Endeinrichtung, deren Ort eingestellt werden
soll, spezifiziert wird; und
wenn mehrere beteiligte Endeinrichtungen Ortsspe-
zifikationsinformationen zu mehreren Zeiten an die
Endeinrichtung senden, das Ortseinstellungsmodul
(801) den Ort der Endeinrichtung, deren Ort einge-
stellt werden soll, gemäß einer Zeitfolge zum Emp-
fangen der unterschiedlichen Ortsspezifikationsin-
formationen oder gemäß einer Art zum Anwenden
für ein Token einstellt.

9. Gerät nach Anspruch 6 oder 8, wobei das Ortsein-
stellungsmodul (801) speziell konfiguriert ist, den Ort
der Endeinrichtung, deren Ort eingestellt werden
soll, an einer selben Seite eines ursprünglichen Orts
der Endeinrichtung gemäß der empfangenen Anga-
be der Ortsspezifikationsinformationen einzustellen.

10. Gerät nach Anspruch 6, wobei, wenn der Ort der
Endeinrichtung eingestellt werden muss, da der Ort
des Audiosignals der Endeinrichtung nicht mit der
Position der Endeinrichtung in einem Videobild von
mehreren Bildern übereinstimmt, das Ortseinstel-
lungsmodul (801) speziell konfiguriert ist, den Ort
der Endeinrichtung auf ihren im Videobild angezeig-
ten Ort einzustellen; oder den Ort durch Kombinieren
des aktuellen Orts der Endeinrichtung und ihres Orts
im Videobild einzustellen.

Revendications

1. Procédé de traitement de mélange audio pour des
signaux audio, le procédé comprenant les étapes
consistant à :

déterminer (S101) un terminal qui a besoin
d’ajuster un emplacement d’un signal audio, et
ajuster des informations d’emplacement relati-
ves au signal audio pour le terminal ; en présen-
ce d’une pluralité de terminaux dont les empla-
cements doivent être ajustés, laquelle étape
consistant à déterminer un terminal qui a besoin
d’ajuster un emplacement d’un signal audio
comprend l’étape consistant à : ajuster succes-
sivement, selon une priorité préétablie, les in-
formations d’emplacement relatives à des si-
gnaux audio de la pluralité de terminaux dont
les emplacements doivent être ajustés ; laquelle

priorité préétablie s’établit comme suit : si des
terminaux monopiste, double piste et multipiste
entrent en jeu dans le mélange audio,
le terminal monopiste qui participe au mélange
audio est affecté d’une priorité d’ajustement
primaire ; le terminal qui participe au mélange
audio pour la première fois est affecté d’une prio-
rité d’ajustement secondaire ; et le terminal dou-
ble piste et le terminal multipiste qui participent
au mélange audio sont affectés d’une priorité
d’ajustement tertiaire ; et
réaliser (S 102) un traitement de mélange audio
pour le signal audio dont l’emplacement est
ajusté et d’autres signaux à soumettre au mé-
lange audio.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
consistant à déterminer un terminal qui a besoin
d’ajuster un emplacement d’un signal audio com-
prend l’étape consistant à :

si les emplacements des signaux audio du ter-
minal et d’autres terminaux se chevauchent ;
si l’emplacement du signal audio du terminal ne
coïncide pas avec la position du terminal dans
une image vidéo d’une pluralité d’images ; ou
si le terminal participe au mélange audio pour
la première fois ;
déterminer que le terminal est un terminal qui a
besoin d’ajuster l’emplacement du signal audio.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
consistant à ajuster des informations d’emplace-
ment relatives au signal audio pour le terminal com-
prend les étapes consistant à :

ajuster l’emplacement du terminal dont l’empla-
cement doit être ajusté selon des informations
de spécification d’emplacement envoyées par
un terminal participant, lesquelles informations
de spécification d’emplacement représentent
l’emplacement spécifié par le terminal partici-
pant pour le terminal dont l’emplacement doit
être ajusté ; et
si une pluralité de terminaux participants en-
voient des informations de spécification d’em-
placement au terminal une pluralité de fois, ajus-
ter l’emplacement du terminal dont l’emplace-
ment doit être ajusté selon un ordre chronologi-
que de réception des différentes informations
de spécification d’emplacement, ou selon un
mode de demande d’un jeton.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 3, dans lequel
l’étape consistant à ajuster des informations d’em-
placement relatives au signal audio pour le terminal
comprend l’étape consistant à : ajuster l’emplace-
ment du terminal dont l’emplacement doit être ajusté
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d’un même côté d’un emplacement d’origine du ter-
minal selon l’indication reçue des informations de
spécification d’emplacement.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel, si
l’emplacement du terminal a besoin d’être ajusté du
fait que l’emplacement du signal audio du terminal
ne coïncide pas avec une position du terminal dans
une image vidéo d’une pluralité d’images, l’étape
consistant à ajuster les informations d’emplacement
relatives au signal audio du terminal comprend l’éta-
pe consistant à :

ajuster l’emplacement du terminal sur son em-
placement affiché dans l’image vidéo ; ou
ajuster l’emplacement en combinant un empla-
cement effectif du terminal et son emplacement
dans l’image vidéo.

6. Appareil de traitement de mélange audio pour des
signaux audio, l’appareil comprenant :

un module d’ajustement d’emplacement (801),
configuré pour déterminer un terminal qui a be-
soin d’ajuster un emplacement d’un signal
audio, et ajuster des informations d’emplace-
ment relatives au signal audio pour le terminal ;
en présence d’une pluralité de terminaux dont
les emplacements doivent être ajustés, lequel
module d’ajustement d’emplacement (801) est
plus particulièrement configuré pour ajuster suc-
cessivement, selon une priorité préétablie, les
informations d’emplacement relatives à des si-
gnaux audio de la pluralité de terminaux dont
les emplacements doivent être ajustés ; laquelle
priorité préétablie s’établit comme suit : si des
terminaux monopiste, double piste et multipiste
entrent en jeu dans le mélange audio, le terminal
monopiste qui participe au mélange audio est
affecté d’une priorité d’ajustement primaire ; le
terminal qui participe au mélange audio pour la
première fois est affecté d’une priorité d’ajuste-
ment secondaire ; et le terminal double piste et
le terminal multipiste qui participent au mélange
audio sont affectés d’une priorité d’ajustement
tertiaire ; et
un module de traitement de mélange audio
(802), configuré pour réaliser un traitement de
mélange audio pour le signal audio dont l’em-
placement est ajusté et d’autres signaux à sou-
mettre au mélange audio.

7. Appareil selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le mo-
dule d’ajustement d’emplacement (801) comprend
un sous-module de détermination de terminal cible,
configuré pour : si les emplacements des signaux
audio du terminal et d’autres terminaux se
chevauchent ; si l’emplacement du signal audio du

terminal ne coïncide pas avec la position du terminal
dans une image vidéo d’une pluralité d’images ; ou
si le terminal participe au mélange audio pour la pre-
mière fois, déterminer un terminal dont l’emplace-
ment du signal audio a besoin d’être ajusté.

8. Appareil selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le mo-
dule d’ajustement d’emplacement (801) est tout par-
ticulièrement configuré pour ajuster l’emplacement
du terminal dont l’emplacement doit être ajusté selon
des informations de spécification d’emplacement
envoyées par un terminal participant, lesquelles in-
formations de spécification d’emplacement repré-
sentent l’emplacement spécifié par le terminal par-
ticipant pour le terminal dont l’emplacement doit être
ajusté ; et
si une pluralité de terminaux participants envoient
des informations de spécification d’emplacement au
terminal une pluralité de fois, le module d’ajustement
d’emplacement (801) ajuste l’emplacement du ter-
minal dont l’emplacement doit être ajusté selon un
ordre chronologique de réception des différentes in-
formations de spécification d’emplacement, ou selon
un mode de demande d’un jeton.

9. Appareil selon la revendication 6 ou 8, dans lequel
le module d’ajustement d’emplacement (801) est
tout particulièrement configuré pour ajuster l’empla-
cement du terminal dont l’emplacement doit être
ajusté d’un même côté d’un emplacement d’origine
du terminal selon l’indication reçue des informations
de spécification d’emplacement.

10. Appareil selon la revendication 6, dans lequel, si
l’emplacement du terminal a besoin d’être ajusté du
fait que l’emplacement du signal audio du terminal
ne coïncide pas avec la position du terminal dans
une image vidéo d’une pluralité d’images, le module
d’ajustement d’emplacement (801) est tout particu-
lièrement configuré pour ajuster l’emplacement du
terminal sur son emplacement affiché dans l’image
vidéo ; ou ajuster l’emplacement en combinant l’em-
placement effectif du terminal et son emplacement
dans l’image vidéo.
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